Abstract. -During insect flight a high-frequency wing oscillatory motion is generated. Here we present analysis of kinematic data [1] of tethered Drosophila melanogaster flight. For a reliable detection of specific regimes of frequency variation we propose phase coherence method. The approach is generic and can be applied to nonstationary biological signals that feature multiscale frequency variations. Our analysis reveals existence of distinct oscillatory modes.
Dynamical processes in biological systems often consist from the nonlinear interaction of intrinsic oscillatory cycles with the fluctuating environment [2] . Modes of regular and chaotic rhythmic activity in neuronal systems are found in models of single neuron dynamics [3] . Regular regimes emerge in complex processes related to the neuro-motor behavior such as breathing and heart dynamics [4, 5] . It is not always trivial to identify regular or synchronous regimes emerging in complex noisy neuromotor processes. Additionally, it is very important to have a quick and inexpensive computational technique for an analysis of very long experimental data sets.
The use of methods rendered from dynamical system theory has been productive in mining biological data [6] . A number of recent studies of neurobiological noisy data demonstrated a few successful techniques [7, 8] . In this paper we provide a simple systematic procedure to study biological time signal that feature multi-scale frequency variations. We demonstrate an application of our approach for analysis of wing kinematics of tethered Drosophila melanogaster. Furthermore, we apply this method to temporally localize various mixed mode and quasiperiodic wing oscillatory regimes observed during tethered insect flight.
We start with a brief introduction of the biological background and experimental method that is used to study functional kinematic activity of insect in a tethered flight. Subsequently, we define numerical techniques for analysis of flight kinematics. For evaluating of an underlying dynamics we have used phase coherence method. It is based on Morlet-Grossman wavelet decomposition of the wing position time series. We conclude with a discussion of our results and their possible biological relevance.
A comparatively simple neuronal flight control circuit in the flying insect provides a good example of a synchronization of an intrinsic neuro-mechanical activity. The wing stroke oscillations generated during tethered insect flight are correlated with underlying neuronal rhythms [9] . In fact the oscillatory signal carries the signature of a complex neuro-mechanical mechanisms with hidden interactions. Although a number of studies addressed a question of correlation between wing movement and an underlying neuro-motor activity [9, 10] , the process of neuromechanical conversion remains understood on a quite simplistic level. Moreover, full characteristic of possible kinematic patterns has lagged behind existing electromyographic studies of the flight control muscles [9, 11] .
In the experimental studies of kinematic responses in insects a tethered flight paradigm is widely accepted [12] . This experimental approach allows one to track wing kinematics on a stroke-by-stroke basis. In this paper we use data from a tethered flight measured by a high-speed wing analyzer [1] . A sample of wing position time series is shown in fig. 1 . The data points are tracing wing edge position at sampling frequency 3 kHz. Experimental procedure allows very precise tracking of any momentary changes in wing stroke amplitude and frequency. We analyze experimental data series and localize specific dynamical regimes by using two complementary approaches. In the following paragraphs we define two methods in details.
In order to obtain information about temporal frequency variations we use two-step procedure to localize p-1 specific regimes of interest. First, we introduce a phase coherence method. It is a general numerical technique that can be applied to biological data with a presence of temporal phase variations.
Let us proceed to the definition of a quantity that we use to characterize the strength of temporal frequency variation. We introduce the cumulative phase drift (CPD) that measures the cumulative effect of variation in the instantaneous frequency:
where ξ i is a discreet set of instantaneous frequencies calculated at each time point u = t i and ∆t is a time step. For equidistant data points a time step is constant and instantaneous frequencies in eq. (1) can be retrieved from application of wavelet methods or windowed Fourier transforms [13, 14] . In order to speed up the calculations one can determine ξ n directly from a sequence of periods T n defined for each n cycle of a wing beat. Whereas for a periodic time sequence the CPD is equal to zero, for an irregular time sequence the CPD increases with time. The rate of increase is not necessary constant and might alternate between fast and slow CPD rates depending on the analyzed signal. For a given aperiodic time sequence intervals of rapidly varying frequency have high CPD, whereas the intervals of slowly varying frequency correspond to low CPD.
The main advantage of the CPD method is that one can use it as a quick tool for localization of alternative oscillatory regimes in a very long data set. However, the method does not provide an information about time-frequency content of an analyzed time series. Second, we apply the wavelet method for extracting time-frequency content of the intervals with distinctly low magnitude of phase drift. In order to obtain detailed time-frequency decomposition we use Morlet-Grossman (MG) wavelet algorithm [13] . The MG wavelet is obtained from an elementary Gaussian g(t) = e −t 2 /2σ 2 /(σ 2 π)
1/4 by a translation it in time u and a modulation in frequency:
The parameter ν is the shifting frequency of a wavelet, the scale s is used for adjusting frequency resolution of each wavelet. The time resolution of MG wavelet around center time u is σ t = σs/ √ 2. Its frequency resolution around central frequency ξ = ν/s is σ ξ = 1/(σs √ 2). Each timefrequency window is centered around point (t n , ξ = ν/s). The scales s are chosen according to a dyadic sampling s = 2 i+j/n ∆t with i = 1, ..., m and j = 1, ..., n. The time step ∆t = T * 2 −N is defined for the length of time interval T and total number of time points 2 N . Thus, the discreet number of times and frequencies introduces a grid of 2 N ×n×m points on the time-frequency domain. 1 . The finite discretization of frequencies produces a relative error 2 ∆ξ/ξ = 1 − 2 −1/n . We apply the discreet wavelet algorithm that calculates the wavelet transform W X (t k = u, ξ) of time sequence X(t k ) = X k at each point t k and frequency ξ = ν/s. First we recover the Fourier components of the wavelet 1 We used routines of WaveLaB, written in Matlab http://wwwstat.stanford.edu/.
2 In our algorithm m = 3, n = 500 and N = 2 13 . The relative error for frequency determination ∆ξ/ξ ≈ log(2)/n ≈ 2 × 10 −3 . The shifting frequency and gaussian window resolution are ν = 10 and σ = 16.
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Phase analysis of insect flight transform:
Here X(ω) and φ(sω) are the Fourier components of X k and the MG wavelet φ(t). Second the wavelet transform W X (t k = u, ξ) is calculated from the inverse Fourier transform. Finally the energy density is evaluated at each point (t k , ξ):
The main frequency is calculated from the maximum of energy density:
In general there can be several local maxima of the energy density for each time point u. We introduce a threshold ǫ in order to determine the largest frequency components:
This procedure [15] identifies a set of instantaneous frequenciesξ(u) each corresponding to a local maximum of the energy density. To identify the main frequency one should define in eq. (5) a threshold ǫ = 1. In fig. 2(a) MG wavelet algorithm. Intervals of rapid frequency variation corresponds to large jumps of ∆T /T . In the next step we have calculated the CPD for the same data set. The CPD curve versus time in fig. 3(a) shows two intervals of fast and slow drift which we fit with straight lines of slopes k 1 = 0.8 rad/s and k 2 = 0.25 rad/s. In the panels (b) and (c) of the same figure the cycle-to-cycle period variations are plotted for the two intervals. An estimate of the standard deviation over intervals of time t 1 and t 2 gives a higher value σ ∆T /T = 5 * 10 −2 for the interval of fast drift than for the slow drift interval where σ ∆T /T = 3 * 10 −2 . To summarize, our method gives a very clear characterization of frequency behavior. Evidently, even during a single continuous flight test there can be distinct frequency variation rates. We introduce a definition of cumulative phase drift which we use for characterization of time-frequency variation. To calculate CPD one needs to obtain discreet sequence of wing frequencies for each cycle. This can be done either by application of wavelets as we show here or by straightforward cycle-to-cycle period calculations. Our method is computationally inexpensive and it has several advantages over the other traditional methods such as analysis of correlations or fast Fourier transforms algorithms. Since the system properties are changing with time these standard techniques lead to loss of all the time information [7] . Now we proceed to a detailed analysis of oscillatory dynamics over short-time (< 10 3 wing cycles) intervals. We use a data set of experimentally acquired wing position time series with equally spaced data points 3 . Figure 4 shows contour plot of energy density calculated from 12 s of a continuous tethered flight data set. The frequency range for a wavelet is chosen to be between 180 and 250 Hz. The shading indicates localization of energy density.
The highest values of energy density are shown with dark color. Next we can localize local maxima of energy density by defining threshold value for determination of maxima ǫ = 0.5. One can define a distribution of energy density at a given time. Figure 5 shows several distinct picks of normalized distribution of energy density P W X at two distinct times t = 1.42 s and t = 7.92 s. The distribution of highest picks of energy density is shifted from being sharply localized at ξ ≈ 225 Hz in fig. 5 (a) to a broader distribution with several distinct picks of energy density at ξ ≈ 190 Hz. In order to filter out low magnitude picks of P W X we define a threshold parameter ǫ = 0.5 for maxima determination. As a result we obtain a set of ridges on time-frequency domain shown in fig. 4(b) . Each ridge shows the positions of local maxima of P W X. Let us now proceed to discussion of our main findings. We use a magnification of a time-frequency domain on the time interval t = [0, 3] s ≈ 1.5 * 10 4 wing cycles. The magnified view is shown on fig. 6 . We retrieve maximum of energy density by choosing ǫ = 1. The location of the highest pick of the energy distribution (red curve) in fig. 6 traces the main instantaneous frequency curve ξ. Several distinct oscillatory modes can be determined. fig. 6(a) . We show wing position data for each of the modes in fig. 6(b),(c) . In the first data set fig. 6 (b) the average wing stroke frequency is < ξ > T1 = 222 Hz. The amplitude of wing position X undergoes slow rhythmic modulation. The ratio between average wing period and the period of amplitude modulation is 1 : 4. After a short transient the time trajectory is switched to a quasiperiodic regime (see fig. 6 (c)) with the average wing frequency < ξ > T2 = 215 Hz. The wing amplitude in this case follows slow modulation with the period incommensurate with the average wing cycle. Remarkably, two observed regimes of wing beating occur in almost subsequent time intervals. For a given wing position experimental data one can extract information about its time-frequency content by examining its time-frequency domain. This information is essential for determining dynamical behavior of the system. In particular, oscillatory wing motion during a single flight test can undergo several distinct modes of rhythmic modulation.
In analysis of biological data it is important to find an adequate method effective for characterizing specific system behaviors [6] . Furthermore, the procedure should be computationally inexpensive and easy to implement for a particular biological system.
In this article we propose a phase coherence method for studying kinematics of tethered insect flight. Our method allows quick and precise localization of specific wing oscillatory modes. In addition, it identifies fast and slow scale frequency variation regimes. The main advantage of the procedure is that it is applicable for studying general biological signals with multi-scale phase variations.
Whereas the previous approaches to study mechanosensory flight control in insects are based on invasive electrophysiology measurements [11, 16] our method offers a new possibility. It relies on a detailed time-frequency information about system kinematic output. We argue that the observed dynamical regimes of wing frequency variation are relevant to intrinsic neuro-mechanical synchronization processes [16] . In the case of tethered insect flight these processes might be crucially important for flight control.
In this work we do not address a functional relevance of observed kinematic behaviors. Instead, we hypothesize that different oscillatory regimes result from downstream decoding of intrinsic rhythms of flight neuro-motor circuitry [9] . Among other possible answers, one is that a differential activity of a set of flight control muscles might contribute to emergence of mixed mode regimes. Indeed, multiple couplings and interconnections between control flight muscles [17, 18] could lead to generation of different oscillatory modes.
Future experimental studies are planned with specifically designed stimulation flight conditions. These experiments should exploit a real functional context of an emergent mixed mode behavior in a tethered flight paradigm. * * *
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